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ABSTRACT: Aim. The prevalence of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is increasing worldwide, but there are currently
limited treatment options available. Therefore, it is necessary to research new treatment strategies. Zhuyu Pill (ZYP) is a well-known
herbal recipe consisting of Huanglian (Coptidis rhizoma) and Wuzhuyu (Evodiae Fructus) that has been clinically used to treat
NAFLD. This study aimed to investigate the impact of ZYP on NAFLD induced by a high-fat diet (HFD) and to identify its
potential mechanism. Methods. In this investigation, we used ZYP to treat a mouse model of NAFLD induced by an HFD. We
conducted various analyses including assessment of serum biochemical indices, histological evaluation, fecal metabonomics analysis,
western blot, and quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction. Results. ZYP effectively improved blood lipid levels and reduced
inflammatory response in HFD mice, while also alleviating liver cell damage and lipid accumulation. Additionally, ZYP influenced
the fecal bile acid (BA) metabolism profiles of HFD mice by inhibiting the signal transduction of ileal farnesoid X receptor (FXR)
fibroblast growth factor 15 (FGF15), enhancing the expression of cytochrome P450 family 7 subfamily A member 1(CYP7A1),
promoting BA synthesis and increasing the metabolic elimination of cholesterol. Conclusion. ZYP shows promise as a potential
treatment for alleviating NAFLD by modulating BA metabolism through the FXR-FGF15-CYP7A1 pathway.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has emerged as the
most prevalent chronic liver disease and a significant global
health concern, affecting approximately one-quarter of the
world’s population.1,2 NAFLD is a complex systemic disorder
characterized by the accumulation of lipids in the liver, lipid
toxicity, inflammation, insulin resistance, and dysbiosis of the
gut microbiome.3 The economic burden of NAFLD is
substantial, with an estimated annual cost of €35 billion in
Europe-4 countries (Britain, France, Germany, and Italy) and
approximately $103 billion in the United States.4 Currently,
neither the US Food and Drug Administration nor the
European Medicines Agency has authorized drug therapy for
NAFLD. Additionally, NAFLD patients currently lack access to
any medications that can reduce their risk of significant liver
complications or serious adverse cardiovascular events.5−9 The
problem of identifying effective treatments for NAFLD is
becoming increasingly apparent as the clinical and financial
costs associated with the condition continue to rise. Tradi-
tional Chinese medicine (TCM) has shown efficacy in treating
NAFLD.10,11 TCM substances have multiple components and
exert multiple pharmacological effects that align with the
complex pathophysiology of NAFLD.12 These substances have
been used for thousands of years in Asia to safely treat liver
disorders and other ailments.
Huaglian (Coptidis rhizoma)−Wuzhuyu (Evodiae Fructus)

is a well-known herb pair combination (HYHP) that is
commonly used for the treatment of liver, gallbladder, and
digestive diseases.13−15 Recent research has revealed that
HYHP contains several active chemicals, including berberine
and evodiamine, which have diverse pharmacological effects,

such as anti-inflammatory, anti-fibrotic, barrier protection, flora
regulation, and lipid-lowering properties.16−18 Zhuyu Pill
(ZYP, Huanglian and Wuzhuyu in a 1:1 ratio, g/g) is a
traditional HYPY formula. Previous studies have demonstrated
that ZYP effectively reduces inflammation and hepatic steatosis
in mice by suppressing the NLRP3 inflammasome.19 ZYP
significantly improved the biochemical parameters, liver tissue
damage, metabolic spectrum, and ANIT alterations in rats with
cholestasis.20,21

Bile acids (BAs) are byproducts of cholesterol metabolism
and have various biological effects on NAFLD biology. These
effects include regulating liver lipid drive, cell damage,
inflammation, fibrosis, insulin sensitivity, and glucose process-
ing.22 BA synthesis is regulated by a negative feedback signal
involving overexpression of the farnesoid X receptor (FXR),
which is found in many tissues but is most abundant in the
intestine and liver. When FXR is overexpressed in the intestine,
it causes the transcription of fibroblast growth factor 15
(FGF15, human FGF19), which goes to the liver through the
portal vein. FGF15 interacts with fibroblast growth factor
receptor 4 (FGFR4) in the liver, inhibiting the expression of
cytochrome P450 family 7 subfamily A member 1 (CYP7A1)
and reducing BA synthesis.23−25
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The objective of this study is to determine if ZYP can
prevent NAFLD induced by a high-fat diet (HFD) by
modifying BA metabolism. To induce hepatic steatosis, mice
were fed an HFD containing cholesterol (1%), propylthiouracil
(0.2%), egg yolk powder (5%), sodium taurocholate (1%), lard
(8%), and basic diet (84.8%) for 8 weeks, along with varying
doses of ZYP. Targeted metabolomics was used to analyze the
fecal BA profiles of mice on a normal diet, HFD, and ZYP-fed
mice. Furthermore, we investigated the role of BAs in NAFLD
and found that certain BAs decreased the expression of FXR in
the intestine, blocked the FGF15/FGFR4 pathway, activated
CYP7A1 expression in the liver, increased BA production and
excretion, and significantly improved lipid metabolism and
inflammation.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Animals. The Ethics Committee of Hospital of

Chengdu University of TCM (Chengdu, China) approved
the experiment protocols under license number 2021DL-001.
Chengdu Dashuo Biotechnology Co., Ltd. donated 36 male
C57BL/6 mice (6−8 weeks old, 18−20 g) (Chengdu, China;
certificate no. SCXK-Chuan 2015-030). All experimental
animals were maintained in an SPF environment with
continuous circumstances of a 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle at
22−23 °C and 55−60% humidity.
2.2. Preparation of ZYP. ZYP is composed of Huanglian

(Coptidis rhizoma) and Wuzhuyu (Evodiae Fructus) in a ratio
of 1:1. Beijing Tongrentang CO., LTD. was the source of all
herbs (Chengdu, China). ZYP was made in the following way:
weighed together, Huanglian and Wuzhuyu were submerged
for 6 h in 120 mL of distilled water (1:10). Then, these
samples underwent two 45 min boils. High-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) chromatographic analysis was done
to identify the active ingredients in ZYP formulations. In our
prior paper, the HPLC analytical process and distinctive
chromatogram of ZYP were discussed.20

2.3. Animal Experiments. Figure 1 displays the design
schematic for the animal experiment. Animals were randomly
apportioned to one of six groups (n = 6) after a week of
acclimatization: control (CON), HFD, ZYP�low dosage
(ZYP-L), ZYP�medium dose (ZYP-M), ZYP�high dose
(ZYP-H), and Atorvastatin (ATO) groups. Serum total
cholesterol (TC) levels were measured in mouse tail vein
blood; there was no difference between groups for serum TC
levels or body weight (Supporting Information Figure S1). In
the CON group, the mice were given a normal meal and
distilled water through gavage. The mice in the HFD group
were administered distilled water and HFD through gavage
daily. For the low dose group, the maximum clinical dose
recommended by Chinese Pharmacopoeia (2020 edition) was
used, which was ZYP-L (0.75 g/kg) for mice.19 The ZYP

treatment groups were given HFD along with daily dosages of
ZYP, with the dosages being 0.75 g/kg (ZYP-L), 1.5 g/kg
(ZYP-M), and 3 g/kg (ZYP-H), respectively. In the ATO
group, the mice received daily ATO gavage (1.5 mg/kg) along
with an HFD.26

The HFD used in the study consisted of 8% lard, 1% sodium
tauroglycocholate, 5% yolk powder, 0.2% propylthiouracil, 1%
cholesterol, and 84.8% normal diet.27 During the trial, the
weight of the mice was measured weekly, and their food
consumption was recorded.
2.4. Serum Biochemical Analysis. At 8 weeks, mice were

fasted for 12 h and then anesthetized for blood collection. The
serum was collected by centrifuging at 3700g at 4 °C for 15
min. Serum TC and serum triglyceride (TG) were measured
using enzymatic assay kits (APPLYGEN Co., LTD, Beijing,
China). Serum low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C)
and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) were
measured using enzymatic assay kits (Jiancheng Co., LTD,
Nanjing, China). Serum interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-10
(IL-10), and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) were measured
using commercial ELISA kits (Jiancheng Co., LTD, Nanjing,
China). Blood Glucose was measured using an assay kit
(Solarbio Co., LTD, Beijing, China).
2.5. Liver Histological Analyzes. The hepatic tissues

were isolated and fixed in 10% neutral formaldehyde for 24 h.
The slices were then dehydrated using a graduated ethanol
series before being embedded in paraffin. Hematoxylin−eosin
(H&E) was used to stain the embedded wax blocks into 5 m
thick slices for morphological analysis.
2.6. Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain Re-

action. Total RNA was isolated using the Animal Total RNA
Isolation Kit (Fore Gene, Chengdu, China) as directed by the
manufacturer. RT EasyTM II (With gDNase) was then used to
convert the total RNA to complementary DNA (cDNA) (Fore
Gene, Chengdu, China). The CFX Connect Real-time System
(BIO-RAD, Singapore) was used for the quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR), which included
predenaturation at 95 °C for 30 s, denaturation at 95 °C for
5 s, annealing at 60 °C, and extension for 30 s for a total of 40
cycles. Shanghai Bioengineering Co., Ltd. produced the
primers, and the primer sequences are provided in Table 1.
The levels of the targeted genes were normalized to the levels
of the GAPDH gene, and the data were evaluated using the
ΔΔCT analysis method.
2.7. Western Blot Analyses. RIPA buffer (BOSTER

Biological Technology Co. Ltd, Wuhan, China) was used to
lyse the tissues of the liver and intestine. A BCA protein assay
kit (BOSTER Biological Technology Co. Ltd, Wuhan, China)
was used to measure the protein concentration. On sodium
dodecyl sulfate 10% SDS-PAGE, the same quantities of protein
were electrophoresed and then transferred to PVDF

Figure 1. Animal experiment design diagram.
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membranes. The membrane was incubated with the primary
antibody overnight at 4 °C after being blocked with 5% nonfat
dry milk at room temperature. Primary antibodies used were
CYP7A1 (1:1000, PB0578, BOSTER, Wuhan, China), FGFR4
(1:1000, BM5163, BOSTER, Wuhan, China), FXR (1:1000,
BM5091, BOSTER, Wuhan, China), FGF15 (1:1000, PB1117,
BOSTER, Wuhan, China), and GAPDH (1:2000, BM1623,
BOSTER, Wuhan, China). After being three times rinsed with
TBST solution, the membranes were incubated with HRP-
conjugated secondary antibodies (1:5000, BA1054P, BOSTER,
Wuhan, China) at room temperature for 2 h. The grayscale
values of the gel bands were measured using the ImageJ
software.
2.8. BA Analysis. 2.8.1. Metabolite Extraction. For MP

homogenization, the obtained 30 mg samples�5 mice per
group�were put in 120 L of ultrapure water that had already
been refrigerated. Once the internal standard and 1000 mL of
pre-cooled methanol buffer had been added, the mixture was
vortexed for 1 min, incubated at −20 °C for 20 min, and
centrifuged at 14,000 rcf for 15 min at 4 °C, and the
supernatant was vacuum-dried.

2.8.2. Liquid Chromatography−Mass spectrometry Anal-
ysis. The metabolites were separated by chromatography using
a Waters ACQUITY UPLC I-Class machine (SCIEX, UK).
Solvent A (water, 0.1% formic acid) and Solvent B (methanol,
0.1% formic acid) made up the mobile phase. The gradient
elution conditions with a flow rate of 300 L/min were as
follows: 0−6 min: 60−65% solvent B; 6−13 min: 65−80%
solvent B; 13−13.5 min: 80−90% solvent B; and 13.5−15 min:
90% solvent B; and the column temperature was maintained at
45 °C.
A negative ion mode 5500 QTRAP mass spectrometer (AB

SCIEX) was used for the mass spectrometry (MS) study. The
following are the 5500 QTRAP ESI source conditions: on
spary voltage floating (ISVF): −4500 V; ion source gas1
(Gas1): 55; ion source gas2 (Gas2): 55; curtain gas (CUR):
40; and source temperature: 550 °C. In the MRM mode, the
transition under test is found.

2.8.3. Metabolomics Data Processing. Multiquant software
was used to obtain retention times and chromatographic peak
regions. BA standards were used to adjust retention periods for
metabolite identification. All samples were combined in the
same proportions to create QC samples, which were then used
to assess the consistency and repeatability of the data.
2.9. Statistical Analysis. All data are expressed as mean ±

SD. The software programs GraphPad Prism (GraphPad
Software 8.0, La Jolla, CA, USA) and SPSS (IBM SPSS version
22.0, Chicago, IL, USA) were used to statistically analyze the

data. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to
evaluate statistical significance for the majority of parameters in
the intervention group. Statistical significance was defined as a
p-value less than 0.05.

3. RESULTS
3.1. ZYP Affected Blood Lipid Profiles in NAFLD Mice.

Body weight, food intake, and serum TG, TC, HDL-C, and
LDL-C levels were measured in NAFLD mice to evaluate the
effects of ZYP. Compared to the CON group, the mice in the
HFD group showed a significant decrease in body weight and
food intake. However, there were no significant differences in
body weight and food intake among the various treatment
groups and the HFD group, as well as across the other
treatment groups (Figure 2A,B). The ZYP feeding intervention
resulted in decreased levels of serum TC, TG, and LDL-C
(Figure 2C,E) with increased levels of serum HDL-C (Figure
2F). This indicates that ZYP supplementation effectively
reduced dyslipidemia induced by an HFD in mice. NAFLD is a
complex systemic disease often associated with impaired
glucose metabolism. Compared to the CON group, the HFD
group had significantly higher blood glucose levels. However,
both ZYP and ATO interventions led to a decrease in blood
glucose levels in NAFLD mice (Figure 2G).
3.2. ZYP Alleviates Liver Injury in NAFLD Mice. The

livers of mice were removed and imaged. The liver tissues of
mice in the CON group appeared as brilliant red, with a
smooth surface, obvious edges, and soft texture, as shown in
Figure 3A. NAFLD is caused by a high-fat, high-cholesterol
diet. The liver tissue of mice in the HFD group showed evident
steatosis after being fed an HFD. The pathological
abnormalities in the liver tissue of the HFD group were
characterized by a dark red color, blunt and thick margins, a
somewhat hard texture, and the presence of apparent white fat
particles, indicating that HFD increased the development of
hepatic steatosis in mice. The pathological alterations observed
in the liver tissue of the ZYP and ATO therapy groups were
different from those in the HFD group, and there was a
significant decrease in the formation of fat particles.
The liver weight index was calculated as the ratio of liver

weight to body weight to accurately compare variations in liver
pathology among individuals. The liver weight index in the
HFD group was significantly higher than in the CON group.
However, both the ATO and ZYP treatment groups exhibited
a considerable reduction in the liver weight index compared to
that in the HFD group (Figure 3C).
We evaluated the pathological alterations in the liver to see if

ZYP reduced HFD-induced liver damage. The liver slices of
the CON group mice showed no evident pathological
alterations and no steatosis, as seen in Figure 3B. The HFD
group displayed significant liver steatosis, with ballooning
hepatocyte degradation and apparent infiltration of inflamma-
tory cells in the lobular center and portal vein region,
confirming the effective creation of the NAFLD model. The
fatty degeneration in the ZYP treatment groups was improved
to some extent when compared to the HFD group. The
pathological section shows that the ZYP-H group improved
the most, coming close to the ATO group. The findings
demonstrated that ZYP improved liver lipid storage and
reduced liver steatosis induced by HFD.
On H&E-stained liver samples, we also performed a

histological NAS assessment. As demonstrated in Figure 3D,
the HFD group had considerably better NAS scoring system

Table 1. Real-Time Fluorescence Quantitative PCR Primer
Sequence

gene primer sequences (5′−3′)
CYP7A1 forward GGGAATGCCATTTACTTGGATC

reverse TATAGGAACCATCCTCAAGGTG
FGF15 forward AGACGATTGCCATCAAGGACG

reverse GTACTGGTTGTAGCCTAAACAG
FXR forward GTTCGGCGGAGATTTTCAATAAG

reverse AGTCATTTTGAGTTCTCCAACAC
FGFR4 forward CTCGATCCGCTTTGGGAATTC

reverse CAGGTCTGCCAAATCCTTGTC
GAPDH forward CTGCGACTTCAACAGCAACT

reverse GAGTTGGGATAGGGCCTCTC
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scores in all categories than the CON group. The NAS scores
of mice in the ZYP therapy groups (low, medium, and high)
were considerably reduced as compared to those in the HFD
group.
3.3. ZYP Reduced Inflammation in NAFLD Mice.

Serum cytokine levels were measured to evaluate the role of
ZYP in controlling inflammation in NAFLD. As demonstrated

in Figure 4, blood IL-6 and TNF-α levels in the HFD group
were considerably higher than in the CON group (Figure
4A,B), whereas serum IL-10 levels were significantly lower
(Figure 4C), indicating systemic chronic inflammation. Serum
IL-6 and TNF-α levels in the ZYP treatment groups were
considerably lower than in the HFD group (Figure 4A,B), and
serum IL-10 levels were significantly higher (Figure 4C). As a

Figure 2. ZYP affected blood lipid profiles in NAFLD mice. (A) Weight change curve during the whole 8 week intervention. (B) Food intake
changed during the whole 8 week intervention. (C) Serum TC levels. (D) Serum TG levels. (E) Serum LDL-C levels. (F) Serum HDL-C levels.
(G) Serum GLU levels. ****/***/**/*, P < 0.0001/P < 0.001/P < 0.01/P < 0.05; ns, not significant.
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result, our findings show that ZYP consumption dramatically
reduces HFD-induced inflammation in mice.
3.4. ZYP Treats NAFLD by Altering BA Metabolism.

To examine the effects of ZYP on HFD mice, fresh fecal
samples from each group (n = 5) were collected and analyzed
by LC−MS. The HFD group had an increase in secondary BAs
and free BAs in comparison to the CON group (Figure 5B,C).

In HFD mice, ZYP intervention decreased free BAs and
increased conjugated BAs, while increasing primary BAs and
decreasing secondary BAs (Figure 5B,A) (Figure 5C,D). The
ratio of primary BAs to secondary BAs and the ratio of
conjugated BAs to free BAs were both substantially higher after
ZYP intervention compared to the HFD group (Figure 5E,F).

Figure 3. ZYP alleviates liver injury in NAFLD mice. (A) Pathological changes of liver tissue. (B) Representative images of H&E staining of liver
sections (50 μm; scale bar). (C) Liver weight index. (D) Results of NAS assessment of H&E stained liver tissue. ****/***/**/*, P < 0.0001/P <
0.001/P < 0.01/P < 0.05; ns, not significant.
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To identify metabolic alterations, PCA score plots were
created using the identified fecal BAs. The separation trend
between the CON, HFD, and ZYP-M groups is illustrated in
Figure 6A,B. In Figure 6C, the specific changes in BA
monomers are shown. BA concentrations in the feces of the
CON group and the HFD group were quantitatively analyzed,
and it was found that the HFD significantly increased levels of
12-ketolithocholic acid (12-KLCA), glycodeoxycholic acid
(GDCA), chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), hyodeoxycholic
acid (HDCA), apocholic acid (ApoCA), deoxycholic acid
(DCA), isolithocholic acid (isoLCA), and lithocholic acid
(LCA) and significantly decreased levels of taurochenodeox-
ycholic acid (TCDCA), tauromuricholic acid (TMCA), α-
muricholic acid (α-MCA), and tauroursodeoxycholic acid
(TUDCA) (Figure 6C). Compared with the HFD group, ZYP
significantly increased levels of 7-KDCA, ursodeoxycholic acid
(UDCA), cholic acid (CA), and glycocholic acid (GCA) and
decreased levels of 12-KLCA, ApoCA, and isoLCA.
3.5. ZYP Alleviates NAFLD by Regulating BA

Metabolism through FXR/FGF15 Signaling. To under-
stand the mechanism behind changes in the BA profile brought
on by ZYP, we also carried out mRNA analysis of hepatic and
intestinal tissues to evaluate the expression of enzymes
involved in BA production. The FXR receptor, which is
abundantly expressed in the hepatic and intestinal organs, is
known to be the main target of BA action. Intestinal FXR was
found, and the HFD group’s FXR mRNA expression was
considerably higher than that of the CON group. However,
compared to that in the HFD group, the expression of FXR
mRNA was considerably downregulated in the ZYP-L and
ZYP-M groups (Figure 7A). When we looked at FXR gene
expression in the liver, we discovered that the HFD group had
lower levels of FXR mRNA expression than the CON group
did. In contrast, the ZYP-M and ZYP-H groups dramatically
enhanced hepatic FXR mRNA expression in NAFLD mice
(Figure 7E).
Additionally, we discovered that the ZYP treatment groups’

intestinal FGF15 mRNA expression was different from that of
the HFD group. The FGF15 gene in the intestine was
significantly overexpressed in HFD mice, while the expression
of FGF15 mRNA was dramatically reduced in the ZYP group
(Figure 7B). The FGFR4 in the liver was significantly
overexpressed in HFD mice, while FGFR4 expression was

significantly decreased in the ZYP treatment groups (Figure
7C). The current study shows that the intestinal FXR/FGF15
pathway is essential for downregulation of Cyp7a1 expres-
sion.28 We examined the expression of Cyp7a1 mRNA in the
liver and found that the expression of Cyp7a1 mRNA in the
HFD group was significantly decreased, while it was
significantly overexpressed in the ZYP treatment groups
(Figure 7D).
Protein expression in hepatic and intestinal tissues was

determined by western blotting. The results showed that
compared with that in the CON group, the expression levels of
FXR, FGF15 protein in the intestine and FGFR4 in the liver
were increased, and the expression levels of Cyp7a1 and FXR
protein in the liver were decreased in the HFD group.
Compared with that in the HFD group, the expression levels of
FXR and FGF15 protein in the intestine and FGFR4 protein in
the liver were downregulated, while the expression levels of
Cyp7a1 and FXR protein in the liver were upregulated in the
ZYP treatment groups (Figure 8). These results were
consistent with those of RT-qPCR.

4. DISCUSSION
NAFLD is a rapidly emerging and highly prevalent illness,
which poses significant socioeconomic implications. TCM
holds great potential in alleviating this health burden. In this
study, we investigated the effects of ZYP on lipid levels,
inflammatory factors, and fecal metabolomics in mice fed an
HFD to mimic NAFLD. Our findings demonstrate that ZYP
therapy effectively ameliorated NAFLD in HFD-fed mice,
potentially through the upregulation of CYP7A1 via the
intestinal FXR-FGF15 pathway, thereby modulating and
improving BA metabolism.
NAFLD is primarily caused by an excess of lipids such as

TC, TG, and LDL-C in the serum and/or liver, as well as a
decrease in HDL-C, which often happens when the import of a
significant number of lipids exceeds the clearance of hepatic
lipids.29 Our research findings demonstrate that ZYP, when
administered to mice on an HFD, effectively reduces serum
levels of TG, TC, and LDL-C, while simultaneously increasing
HDL-C levels. Furthermore, the liver plays a crucial role in
regulating lipid homeostasis, as well as glucose production and
metabolism.30 In our study, we observed that ZYP
administration reduced blood glucose levels in mice fed an

Figure 4. ZYP reduced inflammation in NAFLD mice. (A) Serum IL-6 levels. (B) Serum TNF-α levels. (C) Serum IL-10 levels. ****/***/**/*,
P < 0.0001/P < 0.001/P < 0.01/P < 0.05; ns, not significant.
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Figure 5. Effect of ZYP on different types of BAs in NAFLD mice. (A) Primary BA levels. (B) Secondary BA levels. (C) Free BA levels. (D)
Conjugated BA levels. (E) Ratio of primary BAs to secondary BAs. (F) Ratio of conjugated BAs to free BAs. ****/***/**/*, P < 0.0001/P <
0.001/P < 0.01/P < 0.05; ns, not significant.
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HFD. These findings indicate that ZYP has an impact on lipid
and glucose synthesis. However, it is worth noting that the
mice fed with an HFD showed a significant decrease in food
intake and body weight, which could be attributed to the
difference in taste between the HFD and the standard diet.
Previous research has also highlighted that prolonged HFD
feeding can lead to anorexia in animals, resulting in weight loss
among experimental subjects.31 The body weight of NAFLD
mice was not significantly affected by ZYP, which aligns with
our previous findings.17

The deposition of lipid droplets is a prominent characteristic
in the early stage of NAFLD. Hepatic lipid deposition not only

contributes to the development of NAFLD but is also
associated with type II diabetes, obesity, coronary athero-
sclerotic heart disease, and other metabolic diseases.32,33 The
liver weight index of mice fed an HFD significantly increased.
Additionally, the HFD group exhibited noticeable hepatic
steatosis and ballooning hepatocyte degeneration. Treatment
with ZYP significantly reduced the liver weight index and
inhibited hepatic lipid deposition in HFD-fed mice, indicating
a protective effect of ZYP on the liver of these mice.
In addition to adipocytes, adipose tissue also contains

macrophages, which are closely linked to inflammation. Among
the different types of inflammatory cells in the liver, the role of

Figure 6. Effect of ZYP on fecal BA profiles. (A) PCA score plot. (B) Heat map. (C) Detailed changes in BA monomers. #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01
compared with CON, *P < 0.05, and **P < 0.01 compared with HFD.
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macrophages in the development of NAFLD has been
extensively studied. Our investigation focused on assessing
the impact of ZYP on inflammation. Macrophages are the
primary immune cells responsible for releasing inflammatory
cytokines, such as TNF-α and IL-6.34 Our study demonstrated
that ZYP administration reduced the levels of IL-6 and TNF-α
in NAFLD mice. Furthermore, we observed that the increase
in circulating IL-10 had an impact on serum TC levels.35−37

Consistent with previous research, our findings indicated that
serum IL-10 levels were significantly lower in HFD-fed mice
than in the CON group, suggesting that long-term HFD
reduced the content of IL-10.38 However, in the ZYP group,
the serum IL-10 content was significantly higher than that in
the HFD group. These results suggest that ZYP exerts a
protective effect on the liver by reducing HFD-induced
inflammation.
BAs play a crucial role in clearing cholesterol and preventing

the buildup of harmful substances, such as TG, cholesterol, and
toxic compounds, which can cause damage to the liver and
other organs.39 Additionally, BAs also function as signaling
molecules that regulate metabolism and inflammation and
contribute to the inflammatory response in both liver and
other tissues.40 In our study, we analyzed fecal samples to
investigate changes in the profile of BA metabolites. Our

findings revealed that ZYP treatment increased the levels of
primary BAs and conjugated BAs while reducing the levels of
secondary BAs and free BAs in the fecal BA profile of mice fed
an HFD. Primary BAs are produced via the CYP7A1-mediated
classical pathway or the CYP27A1-mediated alternative
pathway from cholesterol. Conjugated BAs are formed by
combining primary BAs with taurine and glycine or free BAs
reabsorbed in the intestine, return to the liver through the
portal vein, and synthesize conjugated BAs under the action of
liver cells. BAs are discharged into the small intestine by the
organism during digestion to complete lipid absorption. To
complete the enterohepatic circulation of BAs, the bound BAs
are dehydroxylated to create secondary BAs, which are
reabsorbed back into the liver via the portal system. ZYP is
thought to play a role by promoting BA synthesis and
decreasing BA reabsorption.
The changes in the classical and alternative BA synthesis

routes in the liver can be observed through the CA/CDCA
ratio.41 ZYP increases the level of CA while decreasing the
content of CDCA, which may impact BA synthesis by acting
on the CYP7A1-mediated classical synthesis route. In
individuals with NASH and clinically significant fibrosis, the
content of 12KLCA, LCA, DCA, and many BAs generated
from DCA (e.g., GDCA, TDCA, etc.) increased with disease

Figure 7. Relative mRNA expression of FXR-FGF15 members in HFD mice. (A) Relative mRNA expression levels of ileal FXR. (B) Relative
mRNA expression levels of ileal FGF15. (C) Relative mRNA expression levels of hepatic FGFR4. (D) Relative protein expression levels of hepatic
CYP7A1. (E) Relative protein expression levels of hepatic FXR. ****/***/**/*, P < 0.0001/P < 0.001/P < 0.01/P < 0.05; ns, not significant.
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activity and fibrosis.42,43 In line with the findings of this
investigation, our findings revealed that the levels of 12KLCA,
LCA, DCA, and GDCA in the fecal BAs of mice in the HFD
group were elevated. TCDCA, TUDCA, UDCA, and 7-KDCA
are FXR antagonists that inhibit intestinal FXR signaling,
decrease FGF15 expression in the ileum, and enhance CYP7A1
expression in the liver.44 TUDCA and TCDCA were
dramatically downregulated in the HFD group, but ZYP
increased UDCA and 7-KDCA, so we speculated that ZYP
might inhibit the intestinal FXR signaling pathway by
regulating the above specific BAs.
We explored whether the effect of ZYP on BA synthesis was

mediated through FXR because FXR is known to play a vital
role in regulating BA production and homeostasis. The
therapeutic efficacy of ZYP on NAFLD was confirmed by
RT-qPCR and western blot, which showed that it suppresses
the intestinal FXR-FGF15 signaling and increases the
expression of CYP7A1 to stimulate the synthesis of BAs.
Research has shown that HFD feeding dramatically increases
the levels of TC and TG in CYP7A1−/− mice.45 Similar results
were observed in our investigation, where compared to that in
the CON group, the expression of CYP7A1 in the liver of the
HFD group was downregulated, while serum levels of TC, TG,
and LDL-C were increased. We found that ZYP therapy
overexpressed CYP7A1 in the liver while decreasing serum TC,
TG, and LDL-C levels. CYP7A1 converts excess cholesterol
into BA, reducing cholesterol accumulation.46 As a result, our
findings indicated that ZYP increased the synthesis of BA and
decreased lipid levels by upregulating the expression of
CYP7A1.
FXR is extensively expressed in both the intestine and the

liver, and the data demonstrate that the intestinal FXR/FGF15
pathway regulates CYP7A1 more strongly.47,48 BA synthesis

was found to be increased in intestine-specific FXR−/− mice.49

FGF15−/− mice have enhanced CYP7A1 expression and BA
synthesis.50 According to a recent study, HFD eating activates
the intestinal FXR-FGF15 pathway in mice, inhibits hepatic
CYP7A1 transcription, lowers cholesterol clearance, and
eventually leads to hepatic cholesterol accumulation.51 In this
work, ZYP therapy blocked FXR/FGF15 pathway activation,
resulting in enhanced CYP7A1 expression and BA production.
Furthermore, for FGFR4, another important receptor in the
FXR-FGF15 pathway, our findings demonstrated that ZYP
dramatically reduced FGFR4 expression. FGFR4 was found to
be upregulated in NASH model mice and fatty liver-associated
HCC patients.52,53 In vitro, investigations have indicated that
inhibiting FGFR4 activation prevents steatosis and the
formation of fatty liver in mice.54 Many studies have shown
that the FXR/FGF15 axis plays a crucial role in BA control.
For example, chlorogenic acid promotes metabolic clearance of
cholesterol by blocking the FXR-FGF15 pathway.41 Similarly,
L-theanine intervention produced low FXR and FGF15
expression and high CYP7A1 expression, reduced TC, TG,
and LDL-C content, increased HDL-C content, and improved
lipid metabolism.55 Nuciferine changes the composition of
colonic BA, increases the level of conjugated Bas, inhibits ileal
FXR signal transduction, upregulates the expression of
CYP7A1, promotes BA synthesis, inhibits BA reabsorption,
and promotes fecal BA excretion, thereby alleviating
NAFLD.56

The hepatic FXR-liver X receptor α (LXRα) pathway and
the intestinal FXR-FGF15 pathway work together in the
synthesis of BA.57 Our previous research has shown that
berberine and evodiamine, the main active ingredient of ZYP,
effectively increase the expression of LXRα and CYP7A1.58

Activation of LXRα stimulates the transcription of CYP7A1,

Figure 8. Relative protein expression of FXR-FGF15 members in HFD mice. (A) Relative protein expression levels of ileal FXR and FGF15. (B)
Relative protein expression levels of hepatic FGFR4, CYP7A1, and FXR. ****/***/**/*, P < 0.0001/P < 0.001/P < 0.01/P < 0.05; ns, not
significant.
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indirectly promoting the conversion of cholesterol into BAs.59

In this work, it was observed that animals fed an HFD had
higher levels of TC, TG, and LDL-C. This was due to an
upregulation of intestinal FXR expression and a down-
regulation of liver FXR expression. However, when ZYP was
administered to HFD-fed mice, it increased FXR expression in
the liver and decreased FXR activity in the intestine, resulting
in lower levels of TC, TG, and LDL-C. Therefore, the
cholesterol-lowering effect of ZYP is achieved through a
combination of reducing the intestinal FXR-FGF15 pathway
and increasing the hepatic FXR pathway. These findings are
consistent with those of another investigation in which
theabrownin increased hepatic FXR but decreased intestinal
FXR due to a significant buildup of taurine-bound BA in the
distal ileum60 It demonstrates that TCM treatment of NAFLD
has multi-target, multi-channel, and overall coordination
properties.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, ZYP intervention improved HFD-induced
NAFLD, and the underlying mechanisms may include the
following: (1) improved inflammatory response, (2) increased
primary BA biosynthesis, (3) increased conjugated BAs,
especially UDCA and 7-KDCA, which act antagonistically on
intestinal FXR, and (4) reduced activity of intestinal FXR,
resulting in decreased expression of FGF15, followed by
decreased activation of the FGF15-FGFR4 pathway and
increased expression of CYP7A1. We demonstrated the
efficacy of ZYP in the treatment of NAFLD and elucidated
the mechanism of action, which is a potential therapeutic
option for the treatment of NAFLD in the clinic.
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